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Gender Differences in the Career Paths (f Aspiring and Incumbent
Educational Administrators

The purpose of this study was to investigate gender differences in the

career paths of aspirant and incumbent certificate holders for line positions

within educational administration. The respondents held certificateg for

the superintendency, the assistant superintendency, the secondary

principalship end the elementary principalship. The incumbent certificate

holders were also employed within these line positions, while the aspirant

certificate holders had not yet achieved an administrative appointment that

corresponded with their highest level of certification. The career paths of

the respondents were analyzed to determine whether men and women share

common career path experiences as they strive to achieve en administrative

appointment or whether there are differences in their career paths that may

contribute to the underrepresentetion of women within administrative line

positions. Five general categories of career path variables were analyzed.

They Include line /staff path, leaves, external mobility, credentials, and

teaching/administrative experience.

Research Design

An ex post facto design was employed to investigate whether gender,

certificate level or the interaction of gender and certificate level were

associated with differences between aspirants and Incumbents in terms of

career path variables. The data analyzed in this study was collected in a

survey of aspiring and incumbent Pennsylvania certificate holders conducted

by Pavan (1O95), Temple University.
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Population and Sample

The population surveyed by Pavan (1985) included Pennsylvania

aspirant and incumbent line administrators who held certificates for the

superintendency, the assistant superintendency, the secondary principalship

and the elementary principalship. Pavan utilized the Pennsylvania

Department of Education's date bases for sample selection which provided

records of names and certificates held as well as current positions and

work locations for individuals employed within Pennsylvania school

districts. The date bases were merged and random samples of 100 were

drawn for all subgroups that contained sufficient numbers of certificate

holders issued certificates since January, 1970. Twelve subgroups

contained samples of 100 subjects. They included incumbent male

superintendents, assistant superintendents, elementary principals and

secondary principals; aspirant male superintendents, assistant

superintendents, elementary principals and secondary principals: incumbent

female elementary principals; and aspirant female assistant

superintendentso elementary principals and secondary principals. Four

subgroups were found to contain less than 100 subjects; therefore, the total

population within each of these subgroups was included in Pavan's sample as

follows: Incumbent Female Superintendents (19); Incumbent Female

Assistant Superintendents (14); Incumbent Female Secondary Principals

(29); and Aspirant Female Superintendents (76) (Pavan, 1985). The sample

was surveyed in October, 1985. Respondents included 205 male incumbents,

173 male aspirants, 93 female incumbents and 151 female esr ants (sr.;

Table 1). The overall rate of return for the survey was 622 or 471 Each of

the following reasons accounted for the non-responses: retirements, job

changes, incorrect addresses, district offices not forwarding to the school
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where the individual was assigned, wore in certification data base, errors

in employment position data base, computer assignment errors, and

unwillingness of individual to spend 30 minutes to repond to questlonelre

(Pavan, 1985).

Instrument

The survey instrument consisted of four pages. Each section

presented questions requiring either ranked Item responses, closed form

item responses, open item responses or Mart scale responses. The

Instrument was designed by Pavan (1985), Temple University following en

extensive literature review to study those individuals who held

administrative certificates whether or not they were employed in a !Ina

position that corresponded to their highest certificate level. 'The survey

probed five areas: career pathways, Job search strategies, time usage,

mentors and their functions and barriers experienced with strategies used

to overcome them "(Pavan, 1986, p.9-10). Pavan piloted parts of the

instrument with women during several conference presentations and

conducted a field test of the complete instrument on 12 men and women who

resided in other states and who were also representative of the sample

(Pavan, 1906).

ilonMarg.e.LIlifiatencu

Findings will be presented In the following order. career path; leans,

number of moves; age at which bachelors, masters and doctoral degrees

were conferred; age at which certification for the superintendency, the

assistant superintendency, the elementary principalship and the secondary

principalship were obtained; age in teaching; years in teaching; age at first

administrative appointment; years in administration and total years of

educational experience. Results of this analysis will only include findings
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of significance unless otherwise stated. The total number of respondents

inluded in each analysis may very due to insufficient date reported on the

survey returns.

4 line career pate is defined as a career path which begins with

teaching and proceeds through successive line positions and which also

allows for employment in one staff position (McKee, 19811). Respondents

who do not follow a line path have moved through a series of staff positions

following teaching with the possible emotion of one line appointment.

A line career path was taken by 49X of the respondents with 59X of

the men as compared to 33X of the women following a line career pattern.

Table 2 presents these findings. Incumbents (70X) were over twice as

likely as aspirants (31X) to follow a line path with female aspirants at all

certificate levels reporting the lowest percentage of line paths when

compared to incumbent women and aspiring/incumbent men. Certificate

holders for the superintendency (59X) were most likely to follow a line

path, followed by certificate holders for the secondary principalship (54X).

Certificate holders for the assistant superintendency (40X) and the

elementary principalship (43X) reported similiar percentages. Male

incumbent elementary principals had the highest percentage (93X) of

respondents in this subgroup reporting a line path followed by male

incumbent superintendents (86X). (Seth incumbent female superintendents

(54X) and aspirant male superintendents (55X) reported similiar line

patterns while women aspiring to an elementary principalship (6S) had the

lowest percentage of respondents in a line path. While percentages of

aspirants in line paths at all certificate levels were lower than the

percentages of Incumbents, the aspiring elementary principals (9X) reported

a significantly lower percentage of respondents on a line path when



compared to aspiring superintendents (43X), aspiring assistant

superintendents '431*) and aspiring secondary principals (40X).

Leaves included the total number of leaves reported by respondents,

as well as the number of leaves taken for family, study and military

obligations. Table 3 presents these findings. Leaves were taken by 23* of

the respondents with 342 of the women and 16% of the men reporting

leaves. Aspirants (26X) and incumbents (20X) took similar percentages of

leave with certificate holders for the superintendency (34X) and the

assistant superintendency (32X) more likely to have taken leaves than

certificate holders for the elementary principalship (14*) and the secondary

principalship (13X). Female incumbent superintendents (62X) wem most

likely of all respondent subgroups to report leave followed by aspiring

female assistant superintendents (512). Aspiring male secondary principals

(32), incumbent male elementary principals (4*) and incumbent male

secondary principals (4%) were least likely to report having taken a leave.

Aspirants for the assistant superintendency, the elementarg principalship

end the secondary principaiship reported higher percentages of leave as

compared to incumbents in these positicns; however, the incambsnt

superintendents (402) were significantly more likely than aspiring

superintendents (30%) to have taken leave.

Family leaves were taken by 48 women which represented 20* of the

female respondents. One male incumbent superintendent took a leave for

family obligation. Table 4 presents these findings. Female aspirants (25*)

were over twice as likely to report leave as were female incumbents (12*).

Aspiring superintendents (34x) reported the highest percentage of leave as

compared to the incumbent assistant superintendents (9X) who reported the

lowest percentage.
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Study leaves were token by 15X of the respondents and the percentage

of men (14*) and women (17X) reporting leave was significant. Table 5

presents these findings. Both 15X of the aspirants and incumbents took

leave, while certificate holders for the superintendency (23N) end the

assistant superintendency (27X) were more likely then certificate holden

for the elementary principalship (5E) and the secondary principalship (6X)

to rsmrt study leave. Incumbent superintendents (36X) were almost three

times more likely than aspiring superintendents (13X) to have taken leave
for study.

MI Miry leave, was reported by 8 men which represented 2S of the

male respondents. No female respondents reported military leave and apart

from gender, no findings were significant.

The _number of moves completed was on average 1.3 moves for all

respondents with 57S of the respondents reporting that they had moved one

or more times. Table 6 presents these findings. Men (1.4) and women (1.3)

completed similar number of moves to obtain a new position. However,

incumbents (1.7),were more likely to move than aspirants (1.0). Certificate

holders for the superintendency (2.1) completed the greatest number of

moves with female incumbents (3.7) reporting the highest number in this

subgroup. Certificate holders for the elementary principalship (.9) were the

least likely to move to a new school district with aspiring male elementary

principals (.5) reporting the fewest number of moves. Aspiring certificate

holders along with incumbent elementary principals and incumbent

eecondery principals were found to evidence a similar pattern of :ow

mobility ranging on average from .8 to 1.3 moves. This pattern differed

significantly from incumbent superintendents and incumbent assistant

superintendents who completed on average 3.1 and 2.2 moves respectively.

3
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Age at Bachelor's degree was on average 22.8 years for all

respondents. Results were non-significant.

Age at Masters dem was on average 28.8 years for all respondents.

Results were also non-significant.

Age at Doctoral degree was on average 38.4 years for all respondents.

Table 7 presents these findings. Women received their doctorates at en

average age of 39.9 gears as compared to men who received their degrees

2.6 gears earlier at on average age of 37.3 years. Aspiring female secondary

principals (56.0) were the oldest of all respondent subgroups at the time

they received a doctorate while aspiring male assistant superintendents

(35.2) were the youngest to receive their degrees. Incumbents (38.2) and

aspirants (38.6) obtained their degrees at Millar ages. However, further

analysis indicated that while incumbents certificate holders, aspiring

superintendents and aspiring assistant superintendents attained their

degrees between the ages of 36.7 and 39.8 years, aspiring elementary

principals (45.3) and aspiring secondary principals (49.5) attained their

degrees at a significantly later age.

Age at certification for the superintendency, the assistant

superintendency, the elementary principalship and the secondary

principalship included incumbent and aspiring certificate holders for time

positions. However, many certificate holders held one or more additional

certificates for line positions below their highest level of certification.

Therefore, the analysis of age at certification for the superintendency, the

assistant superintendency, the elementary principalship and the secondary

principalship included all respondents who were issued certificates for

these positions on which age data were available. The percentage of

certificate holders for the superintendency who also held certificates for

9



Aspiring superintendents received their secondary principal's

certification at 37.0 years of age while incumbent superintendents received

their secondary principal's certification three years earlier at an average

age of 34.1 gears. Both aspiring end incumbent assistant superintendents

received their secondary principal's certificates at 35 years of age.

Aspiring elementary principals (34.5) were younger when they obtained

certification for the secondary principalship as compared to incumbent

elementary principals who reported on average 37.5 years of age. Aspiring

secondary principals were also younger when compared to incumbent

secondary principals reporting ages of 38.0 and 41.0 respectively.

Age beginning teachlpg was 23.2 years of age on average for all

respondents with results found to be non-significant.

Years in teaching was on average 10 years for all respondents. Table

10 presents these findings. Women had acquired 11.1 years of teaching

experience as compared to men who had acquired 9.3 years. Aspirants (10.9)

taught on average 2 years longer than incumbents (9.0). Certificate holders

for the elementary principalship (11.8) and the secondary principalship

(11.2) taught longer than certificate holders for the assistant

superintendency (9.5); while certificate holders for the superintendency

reported the least experience with 7.5 years on average in the classroom.

Incumbent superintendents (7.4), aspiring superintendents (7.6) and

incumbent assistant superintendents (7.3) reported similiar years of

experience. Incumbent secondary principals taught approximately 2 years

longer reporting 9.2 years on average. The aspiring assistant

superintendents (10.9), the aspiring secondary principals (13.1), the

aspiring elementary principals (12.7) and the incumbent elementary

principals (11.0) all taught over 10 years.

10
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the elementary principalship was 302. The percentage of certificate

holders for the superintendency who also held certificates for the secondary

principalship was 712. The percentages of certificate holders for the

assistant superintendency who also held certificates for the elementary

principalship and the secondary principalship was 4311 end 662 respectively.

Age at certification for the superintendency was 39.9 years on

average for all respondents. Men obtained certification at en average age of

38.7 years while women waited on average 3.7 years longer, obtaining

certification at an average age of 42.4 years.

Aga at certification for the autztant euperintodencg was 37.9 years

on average for all respondents with results found to be non - significant. Men

and women both obtained certification for the assistant superintendency at

similiar ages.

Age at certification for the elementargirtncipalship was 36.9 gears

on average for all respondents. Table 8 presents these findings. Men

obtained certification at an average age of 34.7 years as compared to

women who were 39.1 years of age. Aspirants (36.0) were younger than

incumbents (37.8) when they received their certificates.

Age at certification for the_secondariprincipalshig was 37.1 gears on

average for all respondents. Table 9 presents these findings. Men obtained

certification at an average age of 36.4 years as compared to women who

were 38.5 years of age. Certificate holders for the superintendency (35.7)

and the assistant superintendency (35.5) reported similiar egos at the time

they received their secondary principal's certificate. Certificate holders

for the secondary principalship were significantly older when they received

their certification for the secondary principalship reporting on average 39.5

years of age.

ii
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Age at first administrative appointment was 33.3 years on average

for all respondents. Table 11 presenti findings on age upon entry into

administration. Men were on average 31.8 years of age when they began

their administrative career while women wets 4 years older averaging 36.0

years of age. Aspirants (340) were older than incumbents (32.8).

Certificate holders for the superintridercy were youngest to assume en

administrative position at 31.6 years on average followed by certificate

holders for the assistant superintendency who averaged 33.1 years.

Certificate holders for the elementary principalship and the secondary

principalship were both on average 35 years when appointed to their first
administrative position.

Years in administretign was on average 11.1 gears for all

respondents. Table 12 presents firrAngs on years in administration. Women

reported on average 8.8 gears as compared to men who had acquired four

more gears of experience, averaging 12.7 years. Again, incumbents had more

administrative experience 'Mnw compared to aspirants reporting on average

15.4 years and 7.6 years respectively. Certificate holders for the

superintendency has acquired 15.4 gears in administration, certificate

holders for the assistant superintendency had 10.2 years, certificate

holders for the secondary principalship had 10.7 gears and certificate

holders tor the elementary principalship has 8.1 gears. The incumbent

superintendents had acquired the most administrative experience reporting

on average 18.01 years. They were followed closely by the incumbent

assistant superintendents and the secondary principals who had acquired

17.2 years and 16.3 years of experience respectively. The incumbent

elementary principals had less experience reporting on average 11.4 years.

In contrast, the aspiring superintendents reported on average 13.4 years.

12
lik
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However, the aspiring assistant superintendents had acquired fewer years in

administration reporting on Werage 6.3 years. They were followed closely

by the aspiring secondary principals and the elementary principals who

reported 5.5 years and 4.1 years of administrative experience respectively.

Years of educational experience was on average 21.0 years for all

respondents. Table 13 presento these findings. Women reported on average

19.4 years of experience as compared to men who reported on average 22.0

years. As would be expected, incumbents had acquired more experience

when compared to aspirants averaging 24.2 years and 18.3 years

respectively. Comparison of certificate levels resulted in similier findings

in that certificate holders for the superintendency (22.8) had acquired the

most experience, followed by certificate holders for the secondary

principalship (21.8) with certificate holders for the elementary

principalship (19.6) and the assistant superintendency (19.7) reporting the

least experience.

Discussion

Research on aspiring and incumbent administrators indicates that

men are more likely than women to follow a line career path (Schmuck and

Wyant, 1981; Ortiz, 1982; Shae, 1983, Marshall, 1984; Matthews, 1966;

Kruse, 1987). Results of this study support this finding. Two-thirds of the

female certificate holders continue to US channelled into staff positions

where their performance is directed by line officers. Their contributions

may remain largely unrecognized or undervalued because organizations tend

to recognize only overall goal accomplishment which is attributed to the

line officer (Dalton, 1959). The majority e the male certificate holders in

this study follow line paths that provide longer career path opportunities

for exposure, growthrmoblItty end reward (Kanter, 1975). Their rewards

13
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are tied to promotion up the line (Mintzberg, 1883). Findings in this study

also suggest that this gender disparity in line/staff patterns may be

widening in that from 70* to 942 of women aspiring to administrative

positions are following a staff path. The continued promotion of women

Into staff positions will decrease their potential mobility into line

positions (Edson, 1980; Pavllcko, 1985) bq limiting their visibility and

providing a 'sheltered environment' (Greenfield, 1985) that inhibits their

ability to learn prerequisite administrative skills. The higher percentage of

male incumbent superintendents, assistant superintendents and elementary

principals in line paths also indicates that men tend to move directly from

teaching into line positions, while female incumbents are move likely to be

appointed to staff positons before they are considered for line

appointments.

Research on the career path to the superintendency has indicated that

the elementary principalship and the secondary principalship differ in terms

of potential for promotion to higher line office (Schmuck, 1975; Gaertner,

1979; Pesheco, 1982) with Gaertner(1979) describing the secondary

principalship as the direct path to the superintendency. Pavan (1985)

reported that 'the secondary principalship continues to be dominated by

men"; while Jones and Montenegro (1985) reported that women who are

promoted are three times more Mew to serve as elementary principals than

er: secondary principals. Results of this study also lend support to these

findings. While :?0X of the superintendent certificate holders also 'field

certification for the elementary principalship, over 70X held certificates

for the secondary principalship. Certificate holders for the elementary

principalship also reported the lowest mobility and had acquired fewer

years of administrative experience when compared to secondary principals.

14



Research on leaves indicates thit the majority of aspiring and

incumbent female administrators do not take leaves (Rometo, 1982; Shae,

1983; McKee, 1988). Findings on this study support this conclusion. Two

thirds of the female respondents had never taken a leave of absence from

their work. Women who reported leaves were almost equally divided in

citing family or study obligations as their reason for taking leave, although

female aspiring administrators were twice as likely as female incumbents

to take a family leave. While the percentage of men and women who took

study leaves was :Millar, few men took leave for military service and only

one male superintendent took a leave for family obligation. While this lone

man should be recognized for his courageous stand given Shakeshafrs

(1987) discussion on the organizational response to men who take paternity

leave, the fact remains that while men have been freed from their military

obligations, They have not assumed a larger role in meeting family

obligations. Thus, women continue to shoulder major responsibility for

child-care as they simultaneously assume the challenges of an

administrative career and it is to their credit that so many women are able

to do so.

Women are older then men when they receive their doctorates and

certificates for the elementary principalship and the secondary

principalship. However, they receive their assistant superintendencies at

Millar ages when compared to men, only to fall behind again when

completing certification requirements for the superintendency. This finding

can be better understood in context of state certification requirements. In

Pennsylvania, individuals enrolled in certification programs for the

superintendency and the assistant superintendency complete the same

graduate course of study. Individuals who have acquired 3 years of

15
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are issued a superintendent's letter of eligibility. Individuals who have less

then 3 goers of administrative experience are issued en assistant

superintendent's letter of eligibility. Comparison of findings on age at

certification for the superintendency Indicates that men receive their

administrative certificates at an earlier age. This is not surprising in that

men have acquired 4 more gears of administrative experience as compared

to women. Thus, the greeter number of years in administration provides

another career advantage for men when they seek a superintendency.

Overall, men in this study have served 2 1/2 years longer then women

in terms of their educational experience. However, by the time they have

attained their first administrative position, they have gained four years.

Men continue to hold this advantage in terms of experience with the

majority of men moving through a succession of line

appointments. Findings indicate that these differences cannot be attributed

to en unwillingness of women to move, and, since the majority of the women

do not take leave, neither do extended absences provide a reasonable

explanation. What is evident from the findings is that women teach on

average two gears longer then do men and women move through staff

positions which further reduce their opportunity for administrative

experience.

Implications

Women aspiring to line admi7Istrative positions need to be made

aware of the limitations imposed by appointment to staff positions. They

need to be informed that thep will neither further their careers or gain

leadership positions in Education by allowing themselves to be channelled

Into a staff path where they serve line officers. However, informing women

of the drawbacks inherent in a succession of staff appointments provides

16
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of the drawbacks inherent in a succession of staff appointments provides

only a bandaid solution. Research indicates that women do apply for line

positions, but despite their qualifications, they are not hired (Pavan, 1982).

At the American Association of School Personnel Administrator's national

conference in October, 1988, en assistant superintendent spoke on the

evaluation procedures used to select educational administrators. In

discussing this sorting process, he stated We hewing school personnel

administrators), all have our preferences - older or younger, men or women,

internal or external. They are not legal questions. You can't ask them on en

application, but this kind of sorting does take place: What was

particularily disheartening about these remarks was the general tone of

acceptance demonstrated by the administrators attending this meeting. No

participant either questioned these observations or commented on the need

for change. Despite 20 years of research documenting the abilities of

women in administration, these pervasive discriminatory attitudes

continue. Clearly educational organizations need consistent and highly vocal

reminders that such practices continue and that the message of gender

equality has not been heard.

Richards (1988) discussed the role of the school system as a

microcosm of society's values and as a vehicle by which society slowly

changes its' collective mind. Yet, even in areas where schools are faced

with the consequences of societal prejudice, they are falling to take a

leadership stand. Professional educators, as employees of school systems

are keenly aware that parenting Is a dual responsibility and that children in

our society who are most at risk often lack male role models. Yet the fact

remains that only one male incumbent in this study cited a leave for family

or childrearing. Men in our schools may teach children but they are no more

17
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likely to devote full-time responsibility to socializing their own children

then are fathers within other occupations. Educational organizations need

to provide support to women aspiring to administrative positions by

acknowledging that the greeter responsibilities imposed on women by

society does not in any way reflect on their potential to provide leadership

in our schools. Such support could include on-site day care, promotion of

paternity leave and flexible scheduling for graduate work.

Administrators must reexamine their promotion policies and attitudes

to determine whether they provide opportunities for women to assume line

positions. They also need to reexamine the consequences of age grading by

position whereby women encounter a double-bind in that they are given

staff appointments prior to line promotion because they are perceived to be

too young, only to be limited in further opportunities for promotion because

they are perceived to be too old.

Finally, researchers must redouble their efforts to disseminate

information on r9seerch findings to school district policy makers in order to

sensitize them as to practices that support differential hiring of women

into staff positions and to apprise them of the long term educational

consequences of such ectir , in terms of leadership in our schools.

18
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MULL
Resoondents by Gender and PosiMil

jncumbents
MIS
Superintendents

.

Assistant Superintendents
Elementary Principals
Secondary Principals

brain
Superintendents
Assistant Superintendents
Elementary Principals
Secondary Principals

Sample

100
100
100
100

19*
14*

100
29*

Respondents

60
46
46
53

13

11

51
18

Percentage

60%

46%
46%

53%

682
71%
51%
622

Subtotal 562 298 532

AS Biagi
Met
Superintendents
Assistant Superintendents
Elementary Principals
Secondary Principals

Bealit
Superintendents
Assistant Superintendents
Elementary Principals
Secondary Principals

100
100
100
100

76*
100
100
100

53
47
40
33

35
45
34
37

532
472
402
332

46%
45%

342
372

Subtotal 776 324 41.82

Total 1338 622 46.52

*total population
Source:

Barbara Nelson Pavan, "Barriers to Hiring and Promotion Experienced
by Certified Aspiring and Incumbent Female and Male Public School
Administrators; American Education Researth Associbtion, New Orleans,
April, 1985.
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Table 2
Percentage of Respondents In Line Positions

N=593
TOTAL S= 49.

SLIerlrktdird

n=157
Mt Swt
n=139

ElentPrirdrd ftelrirdrd
n=162 nx133

MALES - 2
Aspirants .56 .37 .22 .52

(.59)
Incumbents .86 .60 .93 .68 n=361

FEMALES - 2
Aspirants .23 .24 .06 .30

(.33)
Incumbents .54 .33 .51 .73 n=232

(.59) (.40) (.43) (.54)

Aspirants: (.31)
Incumbents: (.70)

n=319
n=274

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF DF
SQUARES

MEAN
SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Gender 4.821 1 4.821 25.260 .001
Asp/Inc Status 18.027 1 18.027 94.448 .001
Certificate Level 2.967 3 .989 . 5.181 .002

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status .176 1 .176 .924 .337
Gender/ Cert. Level .824 3 .275 1.440 .230
Status/ Cert. Level 4.311 3 1.437 7.530 .001

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Statue/Level 1.653 3 .551 2.887 .035

EXPLAINED 38.049 15 2.537 13.290 .001
RESIDUAL 110.130 577 .191
TOTAL 148.179 592 250
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Table 3
Percentage of Respondents Who Have Taken Leave

N=619 Surerinbrdsi
TOTAL S =.23 n=160

MALES

Aspirants .21

Incumbents .35

FEMALES

Aspirants .43

Incumbents .6S

(.34)

keit SW Dent Prircip31 &c.PrIrcird
n=147 n=171 n=141

.21 .07 .03
(.16)

.24 .04 .04 n=377

.51 .35 .27
(.34)

.36 .14 .28 n=242

(.32) (.14) (.13)

Aspirants: (.26)
Incumbents: (.20)

n=321
n=298

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF DF

SQUARES

MEAN

SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Gender I 6.132 1 6.132 38.596 .001
Asp/Inc Status .002 1 .002 .015 .904
Certificate Level 7.461 3 2.487 15.655 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status .23 1 .230 1.447 .229
Gender/Cert. Level .07 3 .024 .151 .929
Status/Cert. Level 1.253 3 .418 2.630 .049

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender /Status /Level .334 3 .111 .701 .552

EXPLAINED 14.703 15 .980 6.170 .001
RESIDUAL 95.798 603 .159
TOTAL 110.501 618 .179
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Table 4
Percentage of Respondents Taking Fam lig Leave

Na619 Suprialmard kelSupi
Total Xx.08 n2160 na147

antPrlacird 5:c.Priridsd

na171 na141

MALES

Aspirants .0 .0 .0 .0
(.0)

Incumbents .02 .0 .0 .0 n=377

FEMALES

Aspirants .34 .23 .26 .16
(.20)

Incumbents .15 .09 .12 .11 n=242

(.09) (.07) (.09) (.06)

Female Aspirants: (.25) n2149
Female Incumbents: (.12) na93

ANOVA SUM OF OF MEAN F SIGNIF.
SQUARES SQUARES OF F

MAIN EFFECTS
Gender 5.183 1 5.163 82.545 .001
Asp/Inc Status .286 1 .286 4.548 .037
Certificate Level .228 3 .076 . 1.210 .305

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender /Statue .582 1 .582 9.267 .002
Gender/Cert. Level 245 3 .032 1.300 .274
Status/Cert. Level .030 3 .010 .161 .922

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status/Level .091 3 .C30 .481 .696

EXPLAINED 7.260 15 .484 7.708 .001
RESIDUAL 37.861 603 .063
TOTAL 45.121 618 .073

Table 3
Perantage of Respondents Taking Study Leave

N=619
Total S=.15

Suptchientet

n=160
An13upt

n=147
Centhirdp1 3x.Ptirdpi

n=171 n=141

MALES

Aspirants .13 .19 .05 .03

(.14)Incumbents .33 .22 .04 .02 na377

FEMALES

Aspirants .11 .40 .09 .11

(.17)Incumbents .46 .27 .02 .17 na242

(.23) (.27) (.05) (.06)

Aspirants: (.15)
Incumbents: (.15)

na321
nz298

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

Gender
Asp/Inc Status

SUM OF DF

SQUARES

.570 1

.276 1

MEAN

SQUARES

.570

.276

F

4960
2.401

SIGNIF.
OF F

.026

.122Certificate Level 6.437 3 2.146 18.677 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status .000 1 .000 .000 .995
Gender/Cert. Level .536 3 .179 1.556 .199
Status/Cert. Level 1.754 3 .585 5.088 .002

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status/Level .374 3 .125 1.085 .355

EXPLAINED
RESIDUAL

9.752
69.275

15
603

.650

.115
5.659 .001

TOTAL 79.027 61e Am
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Table 6
Mean Number of Moves Completed by Respondents

Na-597

ita1.3
bigerbeaded

1a157
Me Net
na141

Ebehadgd em.Prkelpil
na163 na136

MALES

Aspirants . 1.3 .6 .5 1.2

(1.4)
Incumbents 3.0 2.1 .6 1.1 na362

FEMALES GO

Aspirants 1.3 .9 1.3 .9

(1.3)
Incumbents 3.7 2.5 1.1 1.0 n235

(2.1) (1.4) (.9) (1.1)

Aspirants: (1.0)
Incumbents: (1.7)

na319
na270

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF OF

SQUARES
MEAN

SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Gender 3.725 1 3.725 1.720 .190
Asp/Inc Status 104.048 1 104.048 48.051 .001
Certificate Level 161.063 3 53.688 24794 .001

.
2WAY INTERACTIONS

Gender/Statur .925 1 .925 .427 .514
Gender/Cert. Level 12.706 3 4.235 1.956 .119
Status/Cert. Level 102.357 3 34119 15.756 .001

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Stetue/Leval 1606 3 1202 .555 .645

EXPLAINED 361.885 11 24.126 11.142 .001
RESIDUAL 1258.088 581 2.165
TOTAL 1619.973 596 2.718
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Table 7
Mean Age at Doctoral Degree

N:165
L 38.4

serlderdni
na76

Ant Suct

n=66
Oret Pilo*

n=12
Sx.PrIrdpi
n=11

MALES

Aspirants 36.8 36.2 39.0 43.0
(37.3)

Incumbents 37.0 38.9 42.0 37.8 n=97

FEMALES

Aspirants 41.6 37.2 46.6 56.0
(39.9)

Incumbents 38.0 42.5 37.2 38.8 n=68

(38.0) (37.9) (41.7) (40.4)

Aspirants: (30.6) n205
Incumbents: (38.2) na80

ANOVA

r am EFFECTS

SUM OF OF

SQUARES
MEAN

SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Gender 164.069 1 164.069 4.136 .044
Asp/Inc Status 1.179 1 1.179 .030 .863
Certificate Level 110.683 3 36.894 .930 .428

2WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status 37.565 1 37.565 .947 .332
Gender/Cert. Level 27.340 3 9.113 .230 .876
Se 'us/Cert. Level 489.169 3 163.056 4.111 .008

3-WAY INTERACTIONS

Gender/Status/Level 165.249 3 55.083 1.389 .249

EXPLAINED 1201.077 15 80.072 2.019 .017
RESIDUAL 5910.317 149 39.667
TOTAL 7111.394 164 43.362



Table 8
Moan Age at Certification for the Elementary Principalship

N420
V=36.9

Outerinimbet

n=48
WWI
n=63

OtraPrIndrd ac.PrIrdpi
n=167 n=42

MALES

Aspirants 35.3 340 33.3 33.7
(34.7)

Incumbents 32.7 35.9 35.9 38.7 n=158

FEMALES

Aspirants 38.7 36.5 37.9 39.4
(39 1)

Incumbents 35.5 37.9 41.7 39.2 n=162

(35.8) (35.7) (37.4) (38.( )

Aspirants: (36.0) n=161
Incumbents: (37.8) n=169

ANOVA SUM OF DF MEAN F SIGNIF.
SQUARES SQUARES OF F

MAIN EFFECTS
Gender 1654.312 1 1654.312 35.770 .001
Asp /Inc Statue 322.198 1 322.198 6.967 .009
Certificate Level 158.874 3 52.958 1.145 .331

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender /Statue 1.370 1 1.370 .030 .863
Gender/Cert. Level 123.850 3 41.283 .893 .445
Status/Cert. Level 242.172 3 80.724 1.745 .158

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender /Statue /Level 94.577 3 31.526 .682 .564

EXPLAINED 2592.613 15 172.841 3.737 .001
RESIDUAL 14059.384 304 46.248
TOTAL 16651.997 319 52.201
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Tele 9
Mean Age at Certification for the Secondary Principalship

N=375 Sureiribrdird Aid Oupl Omt Print*. ft. PrIrdpd
L37.1 n:115 n:90 n:30 n:132

s

MALES

Aspirants 35.7 35.5 34.5 37.5
(36.4)

Incumbents 33.9 346 36.3 40.6 n=255

FEMALES

Aspirants 40.2 36.1 NI 38.5
(313.5)

Incumbents 35.7 37.9 38.6 42.5 na120

(35.7) (35.5) (37.3) (39.5)

Aspirants: (37.0) n=191
Incumbents: (37.2) n=11114

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF DF

SQUARES
MEAN

SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Gender 262.087 1 262.087 5.638 .018
Asp/Inc Status 19.316 1 19.316 .416 .520
Certificate Level 1082.502 3 360.834 7.762 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status 1.470 1 1.470 .032 .659
Gender/Cert. Level 79.215 3 26.405 .568 .636
Status/Cert. Level 467.379 3 155.793 3.351 .019

3-WAY INTERACTIONS

Gender/Status/Level 57.063 2 28.531 .614 .542

EXPLAINED 2219.748 14 158.553 3.411 .001
RESIDUAL 16735.601 360 46.488
TOTAL 18955.349 374 50.683

n
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Table 10
Mean Years In Teething

$1577
Lt0.0

rlrired
n=152

Past Supt

n=132
ElmtPrindps1 36.Ftircipi

n=160 n=133
...

MALES

Aspirants 7.6 10.3 12.3 13.5

(9.3)
Incumbents 6.9 6.7 10.3 8.9 n=353

FEMALES

Aspirants 7.6 11.5 13.1 12.8
(11.1)

Incumbents 9.2 10.0 11.7 10.5 n=224

(7.5) (9.5) (11.!! (11.2)

Aspirants: (10.9)
Incumbents: (9.0)

n=3013

n=269

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF OF

SQUARES

MEAN

SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Gender 145.046 1 145.046 5.634 .018
Asp/Inc Status 576.988 1 576.988 24.413 .001
Cortillcats Level 1689.896 3 563.299 21.881 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status 81.647 1 81.647 3.172 .075
Sender/Cert. Level 42.728 3 14.243 .553 .646
Status/Cert. Level 281.563 3 93.854 3.646 .013

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Sender/Status/Level 18.120 3 6.040 .235 .072

EXPLAINED 2949.726 15 196.648 7.639 .001
RESIDUAL 14442.267 561 25.744
TOTAL 17391.993 576 30.194
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Table 11
Mean Age at First Administrative Appointment

N=450
11=33.28

nwwIrtntint
n=156

kit3upt
n=95

OemPrIrcIpt Sv.PrincIpt
n=107 n=100

MALES

Aspirants 31.0 33.0 31.7 35.3
(31.8)

incumbents 30.0 30.8 32.4 33.3 n=296

FEMALES

Aspirants 34.6 37.3 40.6 37.5
(36.0)

Incumbents 34.2 34.3 36.5 34.4 n=162

(31.6) (33.1) (34.6) (345)

Aspirants: (34.0) n=184
Incumbents: (32.0) n=274

ANOVA SUM OF OF MEAN F SIGNIF.
SQUARES SQUARES OF F

MAIN EFFECTS

Gender 1364.677 1 1364.677 41.687 .001
Asp/Inc Status 235.086 1 235.886 7.206 .008
Certificate Level 712.082 3 237.361 7.251 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status 24.459 1 24.459 .747 .388
Sender/Cert. Level 152.551 3 50.850 7.553 .200
Status/Cart. Level 48.316 3 16.105 .492 .668

3-WAY INTERACTIONS

Gender /Status /Level 69.675 3 23.225 .709 .547

EXPLAINED 2880.494 15 192.033 5.966 .001
RESIDUAL 14460.290 442 32.736
TOTAL 17349.784 457 37.965
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Table 12
Mean Years of Administrative Experience

N=573
1:11.1

3,41.1dedmat

n=152
MINA
n=131

3inker:10 3i.Pr1algel
n=158 n=132

MALES

Aspirants 13.9 7.9 4.5 6.5
(12.7)

Incumbents 18.7 17.4 12.4 16.5 nz352

FEMALES

Aspirants 12.6 4.4 3.7 4.7
(0.61)

Incumbents 15.2 15.3 10.4 15.3 na221

(15.4) (10.2) (0.1) (10.7)

Aspirants: (7.6) n=308
Incumbents: (15.3) n=265

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF DF
SQUARES

MEAN

SQUARES

F SIGNIF.
OF F

Sender 584294 1 584.294 15.103 .001
Asp/inc Statue 8181.601 1 8181.601 211.480 .001
Certificate Level 4681.529 3 1560.510 40.336 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status 7.886 1 7.886 204 .652
Gender/Cert. Level 56.725 3 18.908 .489 .690
Status/Cert. Level 762.538 3 254179 6.570 .001

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender/Status/Level 51.112 3 17.037 .440 .724

EXPLAINED 15162.304 15 1010.820 26.128 GO1
RESIDUAL 21548.880 557 38.687
TOTAL 36711.183 572 64.180
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Table 13
Mean Years of Educational Experience

fiz585
L 21.0

SlerInerded
n=154

AstS0
n :136

OunPrIrcbel Se.PrIrdial
n=161 n=134

MALES

Aspirants 21.4 18.2 16.8 19.8
( 22.0)

Immbents 23.6 242 22.7 25.4 n=355

FEMALES

Aspirants 20.0 15.8 16.4 17.4

(19.4)
Incumbents 24.4 25.3 21.7 25.6 n=230

2.8) (19.7) (19.6) (21.8)

Aspirants: (16.3) n=319
Incumbents: (24.2) na266

ANOVA

MAIN EFFECTS

SUM OF DF

SQUARES
MEAN

SQUARES
F S1GNIF.

OF F

Gender 210.353 1 210.353 5.647 .018
Asp/inc Status 4594.786 1 4594.786 123.340 .001
Certificate Level 1106.743 3 368.9 , 4 9.903 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Gender /Status 36.625 I 36.625 .983 .322
Gender/Cert. Level 6.530 3 2.177 .058 .981
Status/Cert. Level 127.730 3 42.577 1.143 .331

3-WAY INTERACTIONS

Gender/Statue/Level 84.767 3 28.256 .758 .510

EXPLAINED 6728.442 15 440.563 12.041 .001
RESIDUAL 21197.004 569 37.2b5
TOTAL 27925.446 584 47.310
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